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We plan E10 experiment at J-PARC K1.8 beamline. At E10 experiment, we use DCX
reaction, generate neutron rich hyper nuclei and examine λ-N interaction in neutron rich
environment. DCX reactions has small back ground against generation of neutron rich hyper
nuclei, but the probability of generating hyper nuclei is small too. So, we need high intensity
beam at J-PARC. Details of E10 experiment is below. We use (π−,K+) reaction and generate
6
λH and 9

λHe from 6Li and 9Be targets. We measure momentums of π− beams with beam
line spectrometer which consists of QQDQQ magnets and has high spatial resolution(∆p

p
=

1.4 × 10−4). We measure momentums of K+ beams with SKS spectrometer. And using
missing mass method, we make sure of generation of neutron rich hyper nuclei. We estimate
310 9

λHe events for three weeks.
Now, we develop GEM(Gas Electron Multiplier) tracking chambers for a measurement of

tracks of high intensity pion beams at J-PARC K1.8 beam line. At J-PARC 50GeV PS, we can
generate pion beams with higher intensity than intensity of ever experiments. Conventional
beam tracking chambers such as MWPCs or DCs can’t be susteinable in such high intensity
beam because of gain drop due to space charge effect. As a result, the value of the beam rate
we can use is limited to about 200kHz per read out wire. On the other hand, GEM technique is
used in recent tracking chambers. Use of GEM tracking chambers permits us to accept higher
intensity beams and generate more events of neutron rich hyper nuclei.

Now, we are making prototype GEM chamber for test of read out pattern. The configura-
tion of our test chamber is below. Our chamber has one dimensional 1mm read out pattern of
Cu strips. It achieves spacial resolution of 0.3mm demanded by our experiments. Our chamber
has active region of 130mm width and 256mm length. It is demanded by the spread of beam
generated in J-PARC K1.8 beam line. Our chamber is designed to be able to change GEM
foils and test some GEM foils. The configuration of GEM foils are three 50 micron GEM foils
made at repic or two 100 micron GEM foils made at scienergy.

We are testing GEM foils for test of 1 mm read out pattern. We check the dependence of
gain against voltage,time,the position where beams hit. The test of 50 micron GEM foils is
finished and we will test 100 micron GEM foils. After the test, we test 1mm read out pattern.
We use four DCs and draw track of cosmic ray. And, we check spacial resolution of read out
pattern, efficiency, and so on. In this presentation, we report the states of GEM performance
study.


